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Abstract Several contractualstudies have been com-
pleted which specificallyaddressed the problem of

A number of future NASA and DOD missions have reduced-gravityfluid transfer with particular
been identifiedthat will require, or could benefit emphasis on systems for managing cryogenic liquids.
from resupply of cryogenic liquids in orbit. The These studiesdiffered both in the potential appli-
most promising approach for accomplishingcryogenic cations analyzed and the proposed technique for

'." fluid transfer in the weightless environmentof filling tanks on-orbit and, thus, present different
space is to use the "thermodynamic"filling tech- analyticalsolutions to the problem. Reference 2
nique. This approach involves initiallyreducing analyzed a filling technique based on maintaining
the receiver tank temperatureby using several separationof the liquid and vapor phases within
charge-hold-ventcycles followed by fillingof the the receiver tank during the entire fill process.
tank without venting. Martin Marietta Denver This technique relies on favorableorientation of
Aerospace, under contract to the NASA Lewis the receiver tank so that the very low acceleration
Research Center, is currentlydeveloping analytical environmentgenerated by atmosphericdrag will
models to describe the on-orbit cryogenic fluid position the liquid and allow direct venting from
transfer process. A detailed design of a Shuttle the vapor region of the tank to maintain an accept-
attached experimentalfacility, which will provide able pressure level. An alternate concept for pro-
the data necessary to verify the analyticalmodels, viding the desired accelerationenvironment,the
is also being performed by Martin Marietta. use of tethers between the Space Station and a

Space Vehicle Servicing Facility, is currently
Background being studied by Martin Marietta under NASAIJSC

contract 9-17059. In general, for the."fluid
Approximately 20 years ago the Lewis Research dynamic" liquidtransfer technique,extremely low

Center (LeRC) initiateda research program intended liquidtransfer flow rates or long tethers are
to provide the technologybase for the design and required in order that the stability of the liquid-
operation of fluid systems in the reduced gravity vapor interface is maintained.
environmentof space. The early emphasis of this
program involved the use of small transparenttanks In contrast to the above "fluid dynamic" tech-
and the LeRC drop tower to experimentallystudy the niques,Refs. 3 and 4 present the analysis of a ._
behavior of liquid-vaporinterfacesin response to "thermodynamic"technique for the on-orbit filling
changes in gravity level, disturbancesand liquid of receiver tanks. The thermodynamicfilling
draining from the tank. The experimentalprogram technique is based on the concept of alternately
was later expanded to includestudies of liquid chilling and ventingcryogenic tankage until the
sloshing, settling and flow into tanks. In addi- receiver tank is cold enough that the tank can be
tion, boiling, venting, bubble motion, gas jet filled without venting. The emphasis of the LeRC
impingementon liquid surfaces and the use of baf- fluid management program during the past several
fles to reduce liquid residuals during outflow were years has been focused on the developmentof the
examined experimentally. During the 1970s the Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility (CFMF)
emphasis of the LeRC program was directed toward NASAILeRC Contract 3-23355. The CFMF is a reus-

the developmentof technologyfor the design of able, Shuttle attached test bed that can generate
fluid management systems, including liquid acqui- the data necessary to verify the "thermodynamic"
sition,thermal control of cryogenic tankage and filling technique analysis
fluid transfer.I

The detailed design of the CFMF is currently
Introduction being aided by the developmentof a fluid transfer

system computer code that includes analytical
In the space environment,the absence of models of the fluid dynamic and thermodynamicproc-

gravity presents a significanttechnical problem esses of interest. This computer code will be used
-. for the transfer of cryogenic liquids. In a normal to perform cryogenic fluid transfer system para-

gravity earth environmenttanks are normally vented metric analysis prior to finalizingthe CFMF design
as they are filled. In space, however, direct and experimentaltest plan. The objective of this
venting of gas, rather than liquid,from a tank is paper is to present an overview of these analytical
not straightforward. Capillary principles can be models as well as a discussionof the requirements,
used to provide for collectionof liquid, but these potential benefits and status of the LeRC on-orbit
same principlesdo not serve to selectivelyvent cryogenic fluid transfer technology program.
gas from a tank.

Thispaperisdeclareda workof theU.S.
Governmentandthereforeisin thepublic domain.
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PotentialApplications The space-basedOTV, a concept that assumes
on-orbit cryogenic fluid transfer technologywill

A number of future NASA and DOD missions have be available,also benefits from relaxed structural
been identifiedthat will require resupply of cryo- requirements. In contrast to ground-basedOTV con-
gens in orbit. In some instancesvehicles will be cepts which must be designed to withstand the
boosted to orbit without fluids to minimize weight Shuttle multi-g launch environmentfully loaded
and optimize thermal performance. The cryogenic with propellants,the space-basedOTV can be trans-
fluids will be separatelytransportedto orbit and ported to orbit empty and be structurallydesigned
then must be transferredin the low-gravityenvi- to withstand only the relatively low thrust imposed
ronmentof space. In other applicationsexpendable by its own engine system. A much lighter struc-
cryogenic liquidswill be periodicallyresupplied tural design results for the space-basedOTV with a
to extend the useful life of space experiments, corresponding one to one increase in payload place-
satellitesand Space Station subsystems, ment capability. The space-basedOTV will also

have a lighter,more efficient thermal control
Space Station auxiliary propulsion,electrical system due to the fact that fewer tank support

energy storage, life support and thermal control struts will be required and the insulationsystem
subsystemsare all potential users of cryogenic needs to be designed only for the space environ-
liquids. In addition, the Space Station is antici- ment. However, the resulting reduction in boil-off
pated to eventually have the capabilityto service losseswill not be large becauseOTV missions will
satellites and Orbit Transfer Vehicles (OTV), pro- typically last only a few days.
viding both cryogenic coolants and propellants.
Potential military applicationsalso includecryo- Of potentiallymuch greater impact is the
genically fueled upper stages as well as Space- projected operationalcost savings associatedwith
Based Laser systemswhich may employ cryogenic space-basedOTV concepts. A large percentageof
liquids as reactants,coolants and propellants, the anticipatedoperating cost for any space-based

OTV concept is associatedwith the expenseof
The OTV payloadtransportationrequirements transportingpropellantsto orbit.5 For ground-

are anticipatedto grow with the evolution of the based vehicles, which are fully loaded with propel-
Space Station. As satellitelpayloadplacement lants prior to Shuttle ascent,the earth to orbit
requirementsbecome more demandingthe on-orbit propellant transportationcost is the same as for
topping of ground based OTV propellanttanks at the any dedicated Shuttle payload. However, space-
Space Station will become desirable to: (i) re- based OTVs are to be fueled at the Space Station
plenishcryogenic propellantboil-off, and (2) from cryogenic storage tanks which can be replen-
overcome the launchweight restrictionsassociated ished on an as-availablebasis. The possibility
with the Shuttle. Eventually,space-basedreusable exists for propellantsto be at least partially
OTVs having higher energy capabilitywill be re- supplied to the Space Station by scavenging unused
quired to meet the payload placement capability propellantsfrom the Shuttle main propulsion system
demands envisionedfor the mid-1990s time frame andlor transportingpropellants in Shuttle mounted
and beyond, tanks on a spaceand weight-availablebasis, thus

greatly reducing the cost associatedwith operating
Benefits the space-basedOTV.

The on-orbit modular replacementof cryogenic Fluid Transfer Analysis
liquid storage tanks is possible. Some advanced
developmentwould still be required to assure the Many, if not all, important processes can be
availabilityof fluid couplings and leak detection characterizedin terms of dimensionlessparameters.
devices suitable for use in the space environment. As part of the conceptual design of the CFMF,b
However, modular tank replacementappears to be dimensionlessparameterswere identifiedthat can
reasonable only for those applicationswhich re- be used to characterizelow-gravitycryogenic
quire modest quantitiesof liquid due to the re- liquid transfer processes. Where each process or
sultinghigher storage system mass and operational phenomenoncan be isolated from interactionwith
complexity, other processes,data can usually be obtained from

experimentsto establish values for these dimen-
Figure 1 illustratesthe impact of the avail- sionless parameters. When all of the dimensionless

ability of on-orbit cryogenic fluid transer tech- parameters that are important to the phenomenon can
nology as a function of storage system size. be kept constant between the experiment and the
Shuttle transportablesubcritical liquid oxygen prototype for which the data is to be used, then
storage tanks have been conceptuallydesigned, the results can be applied directly. Generally,
using state-of-the-artthermalcontrol technology, geometric relationships are held constant for
to be transported to orbit either empty or loaded experimentsthat are designed to characterizea
with cryogenic liquid. The initially loaded tanks particular system design. For cryogenic fluid
have a significantlyhigher boil-off rate on orbit transfer, where severaldistinct processes or
due to the greater heat leak which resultsfrom the phenomena will occur simultaneously,it may be
larger and more numerous support struts required to impossibleto maintain dimensionalsimilitude
transmit the higher loads during Shuttle ascent, between full scale systems and reduced scale ex-
The boil-off from the intially loaded tank exceeds perimentalmodels.
that from the initiallyempty tank by approximately
sixty percent of the initial propellant load in the Dimensionlessanalysis can still be a valuable
first year. Consequently,after only 1.6 years the cryogenic fluid transfer experiment design tool
oxygen storage system transportedto orbit empty since some processes have distinct regimes of
shows an advantage,an obvious benefitfor Space behavior. For example, fluid flow and convective
Station cryogenic storage systems which will be heat transfer have distinct laminar and turbulent
designed for operational life times of 10 to 20 regimes (fig. 2). It is usually possible to extra-
years. )olatetest data for which the values of the



dimensionlessparametersof importanceare differ- Co.8 has a liquid hydrogen propellanttank with
ent between experimentalmodel and prototype on the a mass-to-volumeratio of approximately0.3 Iblft3;
basis of similarity. However, it is necessary that the concept presented in Ref. 9 by General Dynamics
the behavior regimes for the various processes be Convairhas two liquid hydrogen tanks wi_h mass-to-
the same betweenthe two for the test data to have volume ratios of approximately0.5 Iblft°. For
any validity, these very lightweightfull scale DTV tanks the

chilldown requirement is minimized.
A means for overcomingthe limitationsof

dimensionlessanalysis is the use of mathematical For smaller scale experimentaltanks there are
modeling techniques. Analyticalmodels, in theory, problems in achieving such low ratios of tank mass
can simultaneouslysolve all of the significant to volume. These includeminimum gages of material
equations that describe the behavior of a system, for manufacturing,but more importantly,higher

• By incorporatingthe known equations and the best safety factors which are necessary in order to
" available estimate of the unknown relationships,a avoid prohibitivecost and unacceptablerisk. For

model can be developed to predict the results of the CFMF, it is estimated that the receiver tank
experimentation. By comparing analyticalpredic- mass-to-vqlumeratios will range from 1.5 to
tions with experimentalresults the analytical 2.3 Iblft_, and chilldown to a temperatureof
discrepanciescan be identified and the presumed 100° R or less will be required prior to initiating
relationshipscan be modified to improve the ana- tank fill.
lyticalmodel. When a sufficientquantity and
variety of test data has been satisfactorilyused The CFMF receiver tank chilldown experiment
to develop the analyticalmodel, the model can be illustratesthe difficultyof maintainingthe same
employed to predict the performanceof other simi- value for the dimensionlessgroups or parameters
far systems and can be used to aid in the design of between the experiment and full size tanks. In
the full scale prototype, particular,the tank mass-to-volumeratio has been

identifiedas one of the importantparameters for
The Martin Marietta developed Cryogenic this process. However, accountingfor the dif-

Systems Analysis Model (CSAM) is now being used to ferent tank heat capacities is relatively straight-
aid the detailed design of the CFMF. CSAM defines forward, and the more importantinformationto be
cryogenic liquid storage and transfer systems by a gained from the CFMF receiver tank chilldown ex-
conductorlnodenetwork. It includes a transient periment is the characterizationof the heat trans-
heat transfer network analysis, internal tank fluid fer processes.
thermodynamicsand a heat exchanger routinewhich
can simulate thermodynamicvent systems. Events Heat transfer will occur by three major modes.
and boundary conditions are programmable,permit- Initially,the liquidwill partially vaporize as
ting simulationof an entire mission. This com- it comes into equilibriumwith the reduced pressure
prehensivecomputer code, first used during the in the tank. The remaining liquid will tend to
detailed design of the liqyid hydrogen storage and break into drops and to spatter against the hot
supply system for the CFMFI is useful in modeling tank wall, being repelled by the vaporizationthat
many of the fluid management systems being inves- occurs during the brief period of contact. The
tigated, including receiver tank chilldown and the drops of liquidmoving through the tank will absorb
no-vent fill during fluid transfer, heat from the vapor and will tend to vaporize as a

result. Finally, vapor generated by the initial
Receiver Tank Chilldown flashing of the liquid and by subsequentvaporiza-

tion will exchange heat with the wall by free or
When the tank to which cryogenic liquid is to forced convection or by conduction. These heat

be transferred is initially empty and warm, the transfer processeswill be governed by the fluid
first step in the procedurewill be to cool the properties,the tank wall and fluid temperatures
tank down to an acceptabletemperaturefor the and the tank size. It is possible by proper model-
transfer to begin. A small quantity of liquid ing to account for the discrepancyin tank mass-to-
cryogen is admitted to the previouslyevacuated volume ratio to a much greaterextent than it is to
tank. This charge is held in the tank allowing determine the expected low-g heat transfer charac-
transfer of heat from the tank to the cryogenic teristics by ground testing or evaluation of avail-
fluid to take place. All of the cryogenic liquid able data.
will be vaporized and the resultingwarm vapor is
then vented to space. This process may be repeated Because tank size is also expected to be an
as necessary, depending on the initialtemperature importantvariable, two tank sizes will be used
and thermal mass of the tank. during the CFMF investigationof receiver tank

chilldown. The greater mass-to-volumeratio of
The temperatureto which the tank must be the experiment tanks provides two benefits. For

pre-chilled is determinedby the desiredfluid the greater tank mass-to-volumeratio, it is desir-
conditionsthat will exist at the end of the sub- able and probably necessary, to perform multiple
sequent no-vent fill process. If the transfer is charge cycles (figs.4 and 5). In theory, less
startedwith the receiver tank at too high a tem- quantity of cryogen will be required if multiple

-. perature, the final pressure will be excessive; charge cycles are employed because the average
the final temperatureof the transferred liquid temperature,and thus enthalpy, of the vented fluid
will also be increasedyielding a lower density will be higher. The second advantage comes from
and a reduction in the mass of cryogenic liquid the fact that the multiple charge cycle experiment
transferredto the receiver tank. Using a simple will evaluate heat transfer repeatedly;each cycle
thermodynamicanalysis, Fig. 3 shows the relation- with a different tank wall temperature,thus pro-
ship between initial tank temperature,tank mass- viding much more heat transfer data.
to-volume ratio and the final receiver tank pres-
sure at the end of the liquid transfer operation.
The space-basedOTV concept developed by the Boeing



Receiver Tank No-Vent Fill percent level. CFMF receiver tanks will have
thermodynamicvent systems (TVS) available to aid

Because of the difficultyor impossibilityof in the final tank filling if required. The TVS
directly venting gas from a tank in a low-g en- operates by withdrawinga small amount of cryogenic
vironment,the no-vent fill concept is the most liquid from the transfer system and passing it
promising approach for transfer of cryogens in through a Joule-Thomsonvalve where a pressure and
space. Analysis shows that the thermodynamic temperaturereductiontakes place. This cold two-
processes in the receiver tank are complex and that phase vent fluid is then introduced into a heat
adequate data for predictionof rates at which the exchanger,mounted on the receiver tank wall, where
transfer can be accomplishedare not available, evaporationcontinues and heat absorption takes

place before the resulting vapor is vented over-
Analysis of the thermodynamicsin the receiver board. The cold tank wall will enhance the inter-

tank during transfer can be considered in three nal condensationprocess and thus aid the tank
phases. The first phase, starting at the beginning fillingoperation. _"
of transfer, involves vaporizationof part of the
incoming liquid,or flashing. This occurs because The no-vent fill process has been analyzed,
the pressure in the tank is lower than the vapor using the CSAM computer code. Percent liquid fill-
pressure of the incoming liquid, and it partially ing is plotted versus time (fig. 6) for the CFMF
vaporizes. During this phase, additional vaporiza- mission number 2 receiver tank and the Boeing con-
tion may occur due to excess heat contained in the cept OTV hydrogen tank. The initialtank tempera-
tank walls and internal hardware if they have not tures, 100- R for the CFMF and 400° R for the
been prechilledto liquidtemperature. Boeing OTV, were selected so that the final tank

pressure would be the same (see fig. 3). Due to
Flashing of the liquid continues until the the higher initial temperature,the OTV tank pres-

incoming liquid is in equilibriumwith the tank sure increasesrapidly to near the final value.
pressure. At that point, the second phase begins. Consequently,the OTV liquidtransfer operation
Continued inflow of liquidcauses compressionof proceeds slower than for the CFMF receiver tank
the vapor, and the tank pressure will rise above because the supply tank pressure was assumedto be
the vapor pressure of the incoming liquid. As the constant. These analytical simulationsindicate
pressure increases,vapor will begin to condense at that liquid transfer times of a few hours may be
the liquid interface,the third phase of the proc- required for the large OTV tanks.
ess. When the receiver tank pressure reaches its
specifiedmaximum operating limit, further transfer Developingon-orbit cryogenic fluid transfer
into the tank can occur only as condensationof capability is dependent on obtaining data on the
vapor makes room for more liquid, no-vent fill process in space and severalno-vent

fill experimentswill be included in the CFMF pro-
Condensationof vapor is the most important gram. The initial liquid inflow rate will be one

process in the no-vent fill procedure. The liquid- experimentalvariable and because it is desirable
vapor interfacialarea available for condensation to evaluate mixing modes, two nozzle configura-
as well as the rate at which condensationoccurs at tions, illustratedin Fig. 7, will be included to
the interfacewill limit the rate at which transfer employ the liquid transfer flow as the source of

can proceed. Whenever the liquid interfaceis at a mixing energy. A set of tangential nozzleswill
temperaturethat is below the saturation tempera- establish a rotationalmotion of the fluid within
ture correspondingto the tank pressure, vapor will the tank providing centrifugationand a known
condense at the interface. However, this conden- liquid-vaporinterfacialconfiguration. A second
sation deposits the heat of condensation into the nozzle will be oriented axially, establishinga
interface layer, and quickly raises its temperature second flow patternwithin the tank. This axial
to the saturation point. Further condensationis nozzle, when used in conjunctionwith the tangen-
dependent on transfer of heat from the interface tial nozzles, will tend to give a more random
into the bulk of the liquid. Consequently,to motion to the liquid. By comparing the rates of
enhance this heat transfer,means for promoting receiver tank filling, pressure response, and tem-
mixing should be considered, perature changes these differentmixing modes can

be characterized.
Under reduced-gravityconditions the liquid-

vapor interfaceconfiguration is establishedpri- Experiment Design Considerations
marily by surface tension forces. However, the
interfaceposition and area will also be influenced Early in the CFMF concept developmentphase
by the flow of liquid into the tank. The interface several sub-scale experimentconfigurationswere
area is expected to increase due to mixing induced considered.6,10 A conceptual design was selected
generation of vapor bubbleswithin the liquid, that will provide the experimentaldata to meet all
The bubbles may not separate from the liquid or the program t_hnical objectives at an acceptable
coalesce due to the lack of boyuancy. Conse- cost to NASA.11 This pallet-mountedexperimental
quently, determiningthe effectivenessof mixing apparatusrequires a one-quarterShuttle payload
methods and the resulting prediction of condensa- bay allocationand two flights to obtain the re-
tion rates is expected to be more difficult than quired experimentaldata for on-orbit cryogenic
would be anticipatedfor earth based experiments, fluid transfer technologydevelopment. (The cur- "

rently planned third flight of CFMF will add to
As the quantity of liquid transferred in- this data base, but the primaryobjective of the

creases, the volume of the vapor decreases, and as third mission is to evaluate candidate OTV fluid
the tank approaches a nearly full condition the management concepts).
total interfacialarea, regardless of the mixing
mode, decreases. Therefore, it is possible that The CFMF mission l and 2 receiver tanks, when
the rate of liquid transfer will be severely re- compared with the Ref. 9 space-basedOTV concept,
duced as the tank becomes filled to the 80 or 90 are 0.5 and 0.3 scale, respectively,based on an
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equivalenttank diameter. These receiver tank tank to near the liquid temperature,prior to ini-
sizes are more than adequate to ensure similarity tiatingthe liquid transfer operation,with a cor-
of the chilldown heat transfer processes between responding significantincrease in confidence in
the experimentalapparatusand full-scale systems, successfullycompletingthe tank filling. Once
The two CFMF flights, employing the two different some experience has been gained with the full-scale
receiver tank sizes, will provide the data neces- systems, the amount of conservatismemployed can be
sary to quantify the scaling relationshipscon- relaxed.
tained in the heat transfer equationswithin the
complete system analyticalmodel. References
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